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As the entry-level model, the Toyota Prius C represents a more responsive and affordable Prius.
It has some drawbacks, but for top fuel economy on a budget, you won't do any better. When it
comes to all-out high-mpg cars, you can't overlook the venerable Toyota Prius. With four
models to choose from, there's a good chance one might fit your needs. The smallest of the Prii,
the Toyota Prius C, manages to distinguish itself on a number of levels. As the entry-level Prius,
the C model undercuts the standard Prius liftback's price by a considerable margin. In
exchange, you'll have to sacrifice some refinement in terms of ride quality and interior
materials, but we don't consider either of these deal breakers. On the plus side, the Prius C
gains a bit more agility and responsiveness via its smaller dimensions and lighter weight. Of
course, the Prius C performs when it comes to fuel economy, too. With an EPA-estimated 50
mpg in combined driving conditions, there is simply no other subcompact hatchback that even
comes close. In our long-term experience, the Prius C nearly meets that estimate. Overall, we
give the Prius C high marks, but we would advise a closer look at some features and options
during the decision process. In particular, the inch wheels and sportier steering has the
unfortunate side effect of increasing the turning radius by a significant 6 feet. We'd also
recommend trying out the "SofTex" faux leather seat upholstery beforehand, as it feels nowhere
close to a material found in nature. If heated seats are a priority for you, however, there's no
escaping this odd vinyl covering. But even with these faults, we have no hesitation
recommending the Toyota Prius C over its closest but still distant competitors. The Honda
Insight is similarly priced, but is handily beat when it comes to miles per gallon. The same goes
for the Honda CR-Z , which only seats two, though it does feature a sportier image. If power and
acceleration are secondary concerns, we'd even suggest the Prius C to those shopping
conventional gas-only-powered hatchbacks; it's that hard to overlook. The base Prius C One
comes with inch steel wheels, automatic climate control, full power accessories, a folding rear
seat, a 3. Upgrading to the Prius C Three gets you navigation with a 6. Also included is Toyota's
Entune smartphone integration system that adds Bing search functions, streaming Internet
audio and traffic, sports and stock information. Alloy wheels are available as an option. The
range-topping Four adds alloy wheels, heated mirrors, foglights, a faux-leather-wrapped
steering wheel and seat upholstery and heated front seats. Options for the Four include inch
wheels and quicker-ratio steering. A sunroof is available on both the Three and Four. The
Toyota Prius C is powered by a similar but smaller hybrid powertrain than its bigger Prius
siblings. The gas engine acts as a main propulsion source as well as a generator to charge the
nickel-metal hydride batteries. The electric motors also contribute to propulsion and charge the
battery pack under deceleration. Combined power output comes to 99 hp and is sent to the front
wheels via a continuously variable transmission CVT. In Edmunds performance testing, the
Prius C needed Of course with any Prius, the most important numbers relate to fuel economy,
and the Prius C does not disappoint. Standard safety features on all Toyota Prius C models
include stability control, traction control, antilock brakes front discs, rear drums , hill start
assist, front seat side airbags, side curtain airbags, a driver knee airbag and unique front seat
cushion airbags that help prevent occupants from sliding under the seatbelts in the event of a
collision. In Edmunds brake testing, a Prius C came to a stop from 60 mph in a
better-than-average feet. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded the Prius C the
highest possible rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset, side-impact and roof strength tests. The
Prius liftback has never been described as fun or engaging from behind the wheel, but the
Toyota Prius C manages to liven things up. Its smaller footprint and more advantageous
positioning of hybrid components allow for a bit more nimbleness, though it's still a far cry from
conventional hatchbacks. Acceleration is comparatively slow, but power is perfectly acceptable
for around-town driving and getting up to highway speeds. As expected, fuel economy is
outstanding. Outside of a plug-in hybrid, you're not going to do better than a Prius C. An
unfortunate downside to the economy-focused mission, however, is a noticeable degradation in
ride quality. More severe road imperfections are met with an uncharacteristic harshness and,
combined with noticeable wind noise at higher freeway speeds, give the Prius C a budget-car
feel. Inside, the Prius C features a sleek, modern design with a mix of the familiar as well as the
unconventional. Centrally located gauges are mounted high atop the dashboard, which can be a
bit odd at first, but makes for easier reading. To its detriment, the cabin's plastics are several
steps below the materials you'll find in other subcompacts like the Ford Fiesta and Hyundai
Accent. The cloth seat upholstery is nothing special, but it's certainly preferable to the optional
"faux leather. In terms of comfort, the Prius C presents a mixed bag, particularly for taller
passengers. The driving position is slightly compromised by the lack of enough extension for
the steering wheel's telescoping function, and the tall, upright dash can be hard to peer over.
The front passenger may also take issue with the glovebox that intrudes into the footwell.
Backseat occupants will likely fare better, as there's ample head- and legroom for adults, and

the fully flat floor allows for even more flexibility. With all the seats in use, cargo capacity
stands at Available styles include Two 4dr Hatchback 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Toyota Prius c. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota Prius c
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Ride can be stiff over some roads poor interior materials quality
noticeable wind noise slow acceleration. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Besides some upper trim interior materials
making their way into the lower trim levels, the Toyota Prius C returns unchanged for Read
more. Write a review See all 24 reviews. I love my C! It is nimble, well-made, and fun to drive.
Plus, unlike so many other hybrids, the mileage is no hype. I average 50 mpg and I've owned my
car for about 4 months now. You go so long between fill ups that you almost forget about
getting gas. Regarding the comments about acceleration, it's no Ferrari, but I've found it to be
fine on on ramps and here in Philly that's no joke. Also, many of the comparable hybrids
sacrificed reliability. I don't think I should have to choose between great mileage and being
stuck by the side of the road. I picked the C, and am very happy with the choice. Read less.
Prius C One - The ultimate Econo-box. Most people see the C as a downgraded Prius. I see it as
the ultimate Econo-box. Best part? Price-wise, the cheapest C is comparable to the highest
trims of the Yaris or Fit. Super economy gas and maintenance. If you are looking for a
super-cool one of a kind yuppie worship vehicle, don't buy this. If you are looking for super
dependable, safe, reliable economical transportation, buy this. My purchase was made strictly
because my new business required these features, not extra cup holders and lots of chrome
features. In the two and a half years of ownership I have driven , miles and the car still runs like
new. Transmission fluid changed at 50, miles, tires every 55, miles. Tuneup at , miles, and
brakes, rotor replacement at , miles. I was forced to drive over a wooden pallet at 70 mph on the
interstate because I couldn't change lanes. Bent front steering arms , replaced and runs like
new. Update at , miles Replaced 12 volt battery as a maintenance thing. May change belts and
hoses next month. Remarkably well running, economical vehicle. Rented a Nissan Sentra for a
week SO happy to have my Prius back!!! Last month had a shop do it's second tune-up, they
said I should expect another , miles Maintenance costs are no more than normal in frequency
and cost. This is a work vehicle for me Prius surprised me, because I didn't expect much from
such a little car I have nothing much to say about styling but I drive the snot out of this thing
and it's like the Timex watch commercial If it comes time to replace it, I will get another one with
low mileage 75, miles because it depreciates quickly in value but not in performance. Only
because of the hi mileage my insurance company called it a total. Thought I would go cheap and
use the insurance money to buy a low mileage Toyota Yaris Engine burned up in 5, miles.
Replaced the engine and now looking for another Prius. No brainer what works best for my
needs! Burned out the new engine in the Yaris at 10, miles!! Toyota dealer took it in trade on a
new Prius C, like my but with the exception of a back up camera added. Bought it the end of
December , now have 26, miles on it by May 5 A Hybrid Accessible to Everyone. The Two has all
features I could ask for. There is obviously some initial adjustment if you've never driven a
hybrid, but the fuel economy is as promised. There were complaints about lack of power but I
drove a V6 before and had no problem adjusting. The car is a lot roomier than it appears,
particularly the backseat. Headroom is great, and the trunk space is good as well. Of all the
cheaper hybrids, this had the best features and room, and with a good deal it can cost you less
than many non-hybrids. See all 24 reviews of the Used Toyota Prius c. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars
related to the Prius c. Sign Up. Initially offered as a 4-door sedan , it has been produced only as
a 5-door fastback hatchback since The Prius first went on sale in Japan and other countries in ,
and was available at all four Toyota Japan dealership chains , making it the first mass-produced
hybrid vehicle. In , Toyota expanded the Prius family to include the Prius v , an extended
hatchback, and the Prius c , a subcompact hatchback. The production version of the Prius

plug-in hybrid was released in The second generation of the plug-in variant, the Prius Prime,
was released in the U. Prius is a Latin word meaning "first", "original", "superior" or "to go
before". In Latin prius is the neuter singular of the comparative form prior, prior, prius of an
adjective with only comparative and superlative the superlative being primus, prima, primum.
As with all neuter words, the Latin plural is priora , but that brand name was used by the Lada
Priora in In , Toyota debuted a hybrid concept car at the Tokyo Motor Show , with testing
following a year later. The first-generation Prius, at its launch, became the world's first
mass-produced gasoline-electric hybrid car. Production commenced in December at the
Takaoka plant in Toyota, Aichi , ending in February after cumulative production of 37, vehicles.
The NHW10 Prius styling originated from California designers, who were selected over
competing designs from other Toyota design studios. Toyota sold about , first-generation
Priuses. The NHW11 Prius became more powerful partly to satisfy the higher speeds and longer
distances that Americans drive. It became a compact liftback, sized between the Corolla and the
Camry , with redistributed mechanical and interior space significantly increasing rear-seat
legroom and luggage room. Production commenced in August at the Tsutsumi plant in Toyota,
Aichi , [42] supplemented in October with the Fujimatsu plant at Kariya, Aichi. It was thought
that the sales dropped as a result of both a lack of acceptance and increased competition. The
Toyota Prius Hybrid was exported to China from Competition from lower priced hybrids, such
as the Honda Insight, also made it difficult for Toyota to capitalize on the Prius's success.
Among the new standard features of the Prius, Toyota introduced three user-selectable driving
modes: EV mode for electric-only low-speed operation, Eco mode for best fuel efficiency, and
Power mode for better performance. This figure was disputed by General Motors which found
the value for the model with inch wheels to be around 0. A new front-drive platform underpinned
the car, although the wheelbase remained unchanged and overall length grew by a lone
centimetre. Aluminum was employed in the hood, rear hatch, front axle and brake calipers disc
brakes were finally assigned to all four wheels. The Prius uses a range of plant-derived
ecological bioplastics , using wood or grass-derived cellulose instead of petroleum. The two
principal crops used are kenaf and ramie. Kenaf is a member of the hibiscus family , a relative to
cotton and okra; ramie, commonly known as China grass, is a member of the nettle family and
one of the strongest natural fibers, with a density and absorbency comparable to flax. Toyota
said this was a timely breakthrough for plant-based eco-plastics because was the United
Nations' International Year of Natural Fibres, which spotlights kenaf and ramie among others. At
its introduction in , it won the Car of the Year Japan Award for the second time. A iSeeCars
study ranked the Prius as the second longest-kept vehicle among U. The fourth-generation
Prius was first shown during September in Las Vegas, [65] and was released for retail
customers in Japan on December 9, In August , Toyota Managing Officer Satoshi Ogiso, who
was chief engineer for the Prius line, announced some of the improvements and key features of
the next generation Prius. Ogiso also explained that the next-generation Prius plug-in hybrid,
the Prius Prime, was developed in parallel with the standard Prius model. In late November , for
the model year, the U. The production version was unveiled at the September Frankfurt Motor
Show. Unlike its predecessor, the Prime runs entirely on electricity in charge-depleting mode EV
mode. The interior design is also different. At the January North American International Auto
Show , Toyota revealed the model year Prius v , an extended hatchback wagon, which is derived
from the third-generation Prius and features over 50 percent more interior cargo space than the
original Prius design. US production ended in The five-seat model uses a NiMH battery pack.
The European and Japanese versions are offered with a lithium-ion battery , with three rows of
seats with accommodations for seven passengers. However, the seven passenger seating on
the Prius v is not available on North American Prius v models. The Prius c has a lower list price
and is smaller than the previous Prius hatchback. Cumulative Prius sales in Europe reach , in
and , units by mid, after 10 years on that market. The UK is one of the leading European markets
for Prius, accounting more than 20 percent of all Priuses sold in Europe. Production restarted
several days later, but output was hindered due to shortages from parts suppliers. Until
September , The Prius liftback was the top selling new car in Japan for 16 months in a row, until
it was surpassed by the Toyota Aqua in October, which kept the lead through December The
Aqua ranked as the second best selling car with , units sold in A total of 28, units were sold in
the United States during March , becoming the one-month record for Prius sales ever. The
third-generation Prius liftback accounted for 18, units With 60, units sold during this year, the
Prius became the best selling vehicle in California, ahead of the previous leader, the Honda
Civic 57, units and the third ranked, the Toyota Camry 50, units. Toyota sold , Priuses among
the various HEV family members in the US in , representing together a market share of Of these,
1,, are conventional Prius liftbacks sold through September Prius family sales also set a record
in Japan in March The Toyota Aqua sold 29, units, ranking as the third top selling car that

month. US Prius sales have declined every year since their peak in , due to more competition
from other manufacturers. The following table presents retail sales of the other vehicles of the
Prius family by year since deliveries began in through December The Prius is a power-split or
series-parallel full hybrid , sometimes referred to as a combined hybrid, a vehicle that can be
propelled by gasoline or electric power or both. Lower rolling-resistance tires are used to
reduce road friction. An electric water pump eliminates serpentine belts. The Prius engine
makes use of the Atkinson cycle. When the vehicle is turned on with the "Power" button, it is
ready to drive immediately with the electric motor. In the North American second generation
Prius, electric pumps warm the engine by pumping previously saved hot engine coolant from a
coolant thermos [] before the internal combustion engine is started. The delay between
powering the car on and starting the internal combustion engine is a few seconds. Instead, the
engine is heated by recapturing exhaust heat. The engine starts automatically when the battery
starts to run low. Prior to the model, the North American model did not have the "EV" button,
although one can be added to enable the "EV" mode supported internally by the Prius Hybrid
Vehicle management computer. There are two principal battery packs, the High Voltage HV
battery, also known as the traction battery, and a 12 volt battery known as the Low Voltage LV
battery. The traction battery of the first generation Prius update onwards was a sealed module
nickel metal hydride NiMH battery pack providing The Second Generation Prius contains a 1.
Each battery module is made of 6 individual 1. These modules are connected 28 in series to
form a Active cooling of this battery is achieved by a blower motor and air ducting, while
passive thermal management was accomplished through the metal case design. As the Prius
reached ten years of being available in the US market, in February Consumer Reports examined
the lifetime and replacement cost of the Prius battery. The comparison showed little difference
in performance when tested for fuel economy and acceleration. Overall fuel economy of the
model was The magazine concluded that the effectiveness of the battery has not degraded over
the long run. The HVAC system uses an AC induction motor to drive a sealed-system scroll
compressor , a design principle not usually used in automotive applications. Using a scroll
compressor increases the efficiency of the system while driving it with an AC induction motor
makes the system more flexible, so the AC can run while the engine is off. Because the oil used
with the refrigerant gas also flows in the area of the high-voltage motor-windings, the fluid must
be electrically insulating to avoid transmitting electric current to exposed metal parts of the
system. The system cannot be serviced with equipment normally employed for regular cars,
which typically use polyalkylene glycol PAG oil, as the equipment would contaminate the ND11
oil with PAG oil. According to SAE J, the oil provided from maintenance equipment must
contain less than 0. One percent PAG oil may result in an electrical resistance drop by a factor
of about Since its introduction, the Toyota Prius has been among the best fuel economy
vehicles available in the United States, and for the model year , the Prius family has three
models among the 10 most fuel-efficient cars sold in the country as rated by US Environmental
Protection Agency EPA. More fossil fuel is needed to build hybrid vehicles than conventional
cars but reduced emissions when running the vehicle more than outweigh this. The following
table presents fuel economy performance and carbon emissions for all Prius family models sold
in Japan since The ratings are presented for both, the older official mode cycle test and the new
JC08 test designed for Japan's new standards that went into effect in , but was already being
used by several car manufacturers for new cars. In , the British government and British media
requested that Toyota release detailed figures for the energy use and CO 2 emissions resulting
from the building and disposal of the Prius. Toyota has not supplied the requested data to
address statements that the lifetime energy usage of the Prius including the increased
environmental cost of manufacture and disposal of the nickel-metal hydride battery is
outweighed by lower lifetime fuel consumption. CNW Marketing Research initially published a
study [] in which they estimated that the total lifetime energy cost of a Prius was greater than
that of a Hummer H2. The Prius uses electric motors in the hybrid propulsion systems, powered
by a high voltage battery in the rear of the car. There has been some public concern over
whether the levels of electromagnetic field exposure within the cabin are higher than
comparable cars, and what health effects those fields may present, popularized by a The New
York Times article. A study by the Mayo Clinic found that patients with implanted cardiac
devices such as pacemakers and defibrillators can safely drive or ride in hybrids or plug-in
electric cars without risk of electromagnetic interference EMI. The research was conducted
using implantable devices from the three major manufacturers and a Toyota Prius hybrid. The
study used 30 participants with implanted devices and measured electric and magnetic fields in
six positions inside and outside the Prius, and each position was evaluated at different speeds.
The Wall Street Journal reported in February on concerns that quiet cars like the Prius may
pose a safety risk to those who rely on engine noise to sense the presence or location of

moving vehicles. However, silent vehicles are already relatively common, and there is also a
lack of aural cues from vehicles that have a conventional internal combustion engine where
engine noise has been reduced by noise-absorbing materials in the engine bay and
noise-canceling muffler systems. In July , a spokesman for Toyota said the company is aware of
the issue and is studying options. In , Toyota released a device for the third-generation Prius
meant to alert pedestrians of its proximity. In the UK, the Advertising Standards Authority , an
independent body charged with policing the rules of the advertising industry, ruled that a
television advert for the Toyota Prius should not be broadcast again in the same form, having
breached rules concerning misleading advertising. The advertisement stated that the Prius
"emits up to one tonne less CO 2 per year", while on-screen text included "1 tonne of CO 2 less
than an equivalent family vehicle with a diesel engine. Average calculated on 20, km a year. The
large number of Prius-owning progressive celebrities in prompted The Washington Post to dub
hybrids "Hollywood's latest politically correct status symbol". James Woolsey, Jr. Woolsey
noted the volatility of the Middle East, coupled with anti-US sentiment in much of the region.
Noting that the high percentage of oil drilled in the Middle East gives vast profits to Middle
Eastern regimes, Woolsey believes that it is a patriotic obligation to drive more efficient
vehicles. In a Motor Trend magazine article, Woolsey stated that those oil profits find their way
to terrorist groups like al-Qaeda , meaning that Americans who buy inefficient vehicles would, in
effect, be indirectly funding terrorism. A racing version of the Prius was unveiled by Toyota in
This racing Prius replaces the 1. The hybrid drive train of the car's production Hybrid Synergy
Drive is retained but with a larger lithium ion battery. The car took class pole position [] and
finished sixth at the Fuji GT km. There have been a number of governments with incentives
intended to encourage hybrid car sales. In some countries, including the US and Canada, some
rebate incentives have been exhausted, while other countries such as the United Kingdom,
Sweden, Belgium, and the Netherlands have various or alternative incentives to purchasing a
hybrid vehicle. Several US companies offer employees incentives. In June , the Prius started
use as a general purpose patrol car of the National Police of Ukraine. In return for Ukrainian
emissions permits under the Kyoto Protocol , 1, cars were supplied by Japan. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Hybrid electric automobile. For the video game, see Prius Online. Motor
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version. Wikimedia Commons. Toyota Prius XW Total by model 1 [12] []. Notes: 1 Global
cumulative sales for the Prius nameplate, when the Prius liftback is included, adds up to 6.
Prius 1st gen NHW Prius 2nd gen XW Prius 3rd gen XW Prius 4th gen XW Prius v ZVW Prius c
NHP Gasoline equivalent in EV mode blended operation. Hybrid mode combined. All-electric
range blended mode. Note: 1 First score is for California and Northeastern states, the second
score is for the other states and D. Prius 1st gen NHW10 []. Prius 1st gen NHW11 []. Prius 2nd
gen XW20 []. Prius 3rd gen XW30 []. Toyota Aqua NHP10 []. Hybrid mode charge-sustaining.
Wikibooks has a book on the topic of: Toyota Prius driving tricks. Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Toyota Prius. Yaris Sedan. Yaris Sedan M. Yaris HB M. Yaris Liftback. Yaris
Liftback C. Prius c. Prius c M. Corolla iM. Corolla Hatchback. Prius Plug-in Hybrid. Prius Prime.
Prius v. Sports car. Toyota still leads the pack when it comes to electrified models and is

asserting that lead with a new contest, the Prius Plug-in MPG Challenge, which pits 30 New York
metro region drivers against each other to log the highest MPG over a one-month loaner period.
The program kicks off its first wave of contestants today at a key hand-off in New Jersey. Can
the Prius Plug-in Hybrid resolve the range anxiety of EV drivers and the disillusion felt by
buyers of small gasoline-powered cars that can barely get near their official EPA stats â€” no
matter how slowly they drive. The idea is to use the MPG Challenge as both a sales promotion
and consumer education platform, while also highlighting the latest tech advancements in the
Prius Plug-in Hybrid in the hands of real-life potential buyers. How is Toyota positioned to
weather the current state of evolving eco-car priorities? As the hard-core greens adopt full EV
models, will Priuses start coming factory-direct in Taxi-cab yellow with barf-proof vinyl
upholstery? The exterior of the Plug-in Prius is immediately recognizable; it shares all body
panels with the regular Prius Hybrid models. Offered in five colors, including the Clearwater
Blue shown in these photos, the Plug-in also has unique wheels and LED day-time running
lights up front. The Prius shape is all about practicality and aerodynamic efficiency, themes the
Plug-in also embraces. The drag coefficient is just 0. Unfortunately, the Plug-in just does too
little to dress up the basic Prius shape. Overall, the interior shares all basic designs with the
Prius, including the once-interesting twisted steering-wheel spokes and centrally aligned digital
speedometer atop the flat dashboard surfaces. The Model S moves the interior game forward
with its giant inch vertical touchscreen in the center of the dash, plus supplementary TFT
screen between the more-conventional dials. All Plug-in Prius models include some up-level
Prius options like the Smart Key System for keyless ignition and Touch Tracer controls for the
steering wheel pads. Touch Tracer simplifies using the wheel-mounted switches by calling up
the corresponding audio or info displays ahead of the driver. Limiting the application-based
features to the top trim level seems misguided: all drivers would benefit from the functionality.
Unfortunately, the remote vehicle management technology is impossible to include without
wiring the car for the Onstar-style Safety Connect system, which offers automated emergency
responses to accidents as well as stolen vehicle tracking. Overall, the interior of the Prius is
boring and cheaply made, but the car still offers spaceous seating for five and a huge trunk.
With the seats up, cargo capacity is The hatchback makes loading easy, but also creates a
boomy effect that amplifies road noise and suspension thunks. Similarly, the Prius Plug-in
earned a four-star rating from the NHTSA â€” its only demerits again concerning the driver and
passenger in a front collision. Overall, the additions to the Prius Plug-in are minimal and base
Prius results can be extended to the Plug-In model. Despite using often-controversial Li-ion
batteries for the first time in the Plug-in Prius, their operation and safety is top-notch with no
battery fire incidents. The Plug-in has three driving modes and a dedicated EV-only option that
can power the car on electricity for up to 11 miles on a full charge. For older homes, the
chargers are recommended to cut the charge time in half as well as wire the V outlet on its own
dedicated circuit. These prices are far lower than market value for the charger system, which is
a helpful cost savings brokered by Toyota for Prius Plug-in owners. The Prius Plug-in has a
clean recall record and exceptional reliability. A large Toyota recall for the steering column links
in Priuses does not include the latest Plug-in model. In terms of reliability, previous Priuses
show strong residual values and rarely, if ever, need a battery pack changed. Kia Optima
Hybrid. The Kia Optima Hybrid also offers four-cynlinder power plus a Li-ion battery system, but
is not rechargable from home like the Prius Plug-in. Toyota Avalon Hybrid. The Avalon is not a
plug-in hybrid so the economy returns are closer to the Kia than the Plug-in Prius. Chevrolet
Volt Plug-in Range-extender Hybrid. The Volt is a much better car than the Prius Plug-in,
offering a more technically sophisticated powertrain that can run for four times as many miles
in EV mode. The interior feels more special than any Prius, but the large battery tunnel in the
center of the cabin limits seating to four and compromises overall passenger-compartment
volume and luggage capacity. The EV-only mode and extended electric range are real benefits
versus the standard Prius, but including them has come at a large cost to consumers. In
addition to paying more upfront, there is the cost for home-installed charger systems and the
time spent plugging in the car every few days. Additionally, the benefits of the Toyota system
seem less-than-cutting-edge compared with the Chevrolet Volt. Unlike the Volt, the Prius Plug-in
still returns excellent fuel numbers even without wall charge. Wheelbase Peak power - gasoline
98 horsepower Peak torque - gasoline pound-feet Peak Torque - Electric pound-feet mph Read
More. What do you think? Car Finder:. Toyota Prius. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About
US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. The regular Toyota Prius is the most efficient car you
can buy that doesn't have to be plugged into an electrical outlet. It gets an impressive 44 mpg
overall in our testing--with plenty of room for five, a big flexible hatchback, a comfortable ride,
and very secure handling. If there's a knock on the Prius, it isn't engaging to drive, feels
underpowered and is loud when you ask for max power. Getting the Prius Plug-in version

includes a bigger battery that can be charged from any wall outlet, allowing the car to drive
more on electricity and less on gas. A full charge gives an electric range of about 12 miles.
While the battery was charged, we measured 67 mpg overall in combined city and highway
driving. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number
VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly
how much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of
Toyota Prius owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with
this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. Basically we do not use it. It's fine in the shadows". For example, we cannot
pull up the navigation system". I have to turn the whole car off then on to get it working again".
The whole unit had to be replaced". I can't say it happens all the time, but the first unit that was
replaced would freeze or part". The two are mutually exclusive since they are different software.
Dealer said it was normal - NOT". Was fixed earlier this year after 4 years of trying". Options like
the Map function and navigation are unusable. Fortunately, the backup camera still functions". I
have discovered that I can reboot the system by stopping the vehicle, shutting". Toyota dealer
unwilling to fix". For example, the display screen went blank, disabling the backup camera and
various functions associated with the display like radio and speaker control, engine visual
displays, bluetooth controls for cell phone, contacts, mileage, and voice activated controls like
siri. My mechanic stated that because this is an electrical problem, I needed to take it to an
electrical shop or the dealer. The problem has not been fixed yet. The only way to unfreeze the
player is to shut down the entire car and then restart,". The USB interface is really bad - can't
jump forward or back using car buttons. Toyota isn't even trying to make this useful". I want at
least 4 slots. Love to trade this radio for one designed for folks over 17". The result was that my
cell phone locked completely and I would have to reboot it. Now I can't drive hands free". Will
sometimes work, then minutes later does not. Stereo also shuts down and restarts on a regular
basis". This made it hard to change or operate audio functions, and disabled most GPS
functions. Problem was resolved by dealership replacing the unit. It tool two visits. We can't
pair another smartphone to it or access any of the advanced audio features. Just haven't
bothered to take it in, as it is out of warranty and it's not that important at this point. I would
have gladly paid more to upgrade the nav system on the Prius, but nothing available. I didn't
have the correct streets in Wash. Opps, wrong guess, 10 miles before you can turn around.
Happened twice in DC. Hard to put into words the dislike I have for that nav system. Missing too
many addresses". Nothing was said about updating the maps by the dealer. We intend to have
the updates installed on our next service". Now use a separate gps on important trips". Had it
changed. I received a map update after dozens of phone calls and visits to both the sales and
service desks. Now the screen freezes and goes blank". And at night the whole screen turns a
very deep purple. I have had toyota techs no dealer techs look at this and they say thst they
have never seen this before. I got". The unit screen would freeze up and display random pixels.
Took pic of it multiple times, but dealer would tell us they checked and everything was fine.
Eventually after complaint was logged with Toyota it was fixed". The screen is not visible for
navigation or back up when the sun is out due to sun reflection on the screen. It is tilted forward
rather than horizontal". System didn't even know where I was, much less being able to direct me
anywhere. It was completely non-functional". An update would cost a lot. That is irksome. May
work 9 out of 10 times, and then the 1 time it does not will not pair automatically. Operator has
no choice but to shut down vehicle and restart, which may re-initiate the software pairing
synchronization, or stop vehicle and engage the software pairing process to recognize the
Bluetooth. Only used with IOS, son not aware of challenges with any other device. I had to
either take the car to the dealer for a software update or wait for weeks until it just started
working". It used to be automatic when I started the car and Bluetooth was active on my phone.
Now it either connects only for phone, only for media, or not at all. Sometimes will connect if I
power down and restart the phone, but sometimes that does not work". Error messages not
helpful. Repeated attempts not successful. Thus Entune is useless. After about another year, it
paired again and I can make calls, but audio from my Google Maps doesn't play through the car
speakers anymore. They have attempted a repair but failed. I believe it's poorly designed. I work
in radio broadcasting and weak signal reception is important to me". The module that was
replaced controlled both the navigation system and the radio. Resolved by replacing the unit at
the dealership. Never a full sound". Grew up in NY state and speak perfect English". Worse than
". Comes back with nonsense. Even after repeating commands slowly and deliberately, it
misunderstands my commands". Traced it back to water dripping out of tail light socket after
heavy downpour. After fitting it properly and sealing with gasket compound, leak has stopped.
Rear floor areas are very wet when it rains. Leak source is unknown". It has expanded and come
loose from the glass. The dealer has not yet stepped up to replacing this defective material

note: the warranty has expired. The leaks are at the top two corners. Dealer has been unable to
fix". Things just come and go, here one day and gone the next but almost always replaced by
something else". It is getting worse and the car is now out of warranty". Three visits to the
dealer did not fix the rattle. It still rattles. Note: it was the glove box that was rattling. They use
foam tape to stop it". Often they reoccur. Nothing I consider serious but they are irritating".
When new there was louder rattles that were fixed by the dealer, However they didn't fix the less
noisy one. Twice more the car was taken to the dealer, but t". Sounds like engine vibration as it
occurs only at low speed when requiring power. Uphill at low speed, etc". Dealer was unable to
fix with visits". Dealer unable to locate noise and fix". Comes and goes". Maybe just corners cut
to lower cost of production". Also considerable road noise. The dealer has not been able to
correct the problem. Enough to make me not want to buy another Prius". Changing tires has not
helped". Is very annoying on the highway. I called and wrote the factory". Alternator, starter,
hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. They are
ear-piercing, and do not actually help me. For example, I want to be able to listen to news while
waiting in the car. In order to listen to the radio, I have to adjust my seat, attach my seatbelt, and
then push the power button. Then undo my seatbelt, and return the seat to the former position.
This is quite annoying. Also, if I am exiting the car with the electronic key outside the vehicle,
and try to lock the car, it pierces my eardrums. Again, I have to get in the car, readjust the seat
to put on the seatbelt, just so I can turn off the car. If I am locking the car and have the key
outside the vehicle, it should just turn the car off, not whine at me. It pierces my eardrums when
I put the car in reverse. Persons who are behind my car cannot hear this, so this feature does
not add to safety in the least, just causes pain for the driver. Since is is difficult to accidentally
put the car in reverse, there is no need to impose an ear-piercing alarm on the driver. We know
the car is quiet. This is part of learning to drive a hybrid. Prior Prius did not have this problem.
No speed, fuel level or other important information showed. It had to be replaced. Warranty
covered the repair". Lights came on and won't go off. No idea what the problem is. The car runs
rough sometimes. I wish I could have kept my Civic. Has resolved itself after sitting and restart.
Replaced at least every six months. Notified dealer when I had the bulb replaced by them. When
next I brought the car in for maintenance they noted the new bulbs had failed again. They
replaced the wiring harness free of charge. End of problem. I feel both Toyota and the
dealership handled the issue professionally. Replaced under warranty". The car relocks itself by
the time I get out to the driveway. I could manually unlock the door with a key or from the inside
with the lock slider. This seems to be a fairly common issue which is unfortunate since the car
has otherwise been extremely reliable. Had to replace the actuator in the door. The air
conditioning won't stay on, the circulation switch either won't stay on or shoots up way too high
on its own. Since buying it, a little picture showing a car swerving in its lane comes on. When I
take it in to the Toyota dealership, they say it's because of the weather. I don't like to drive with
warning lights on. I refused. It cost 11, to fix". Minor distraction, but incorrect operation, never
the less. Suspect low leak". I have taken it in twice now and they cannot figure out what is
wrong. I am angry about it. Toyota performed a software update under warranty". Very
expensive fix. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation
or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. This seems to be an unavoidable consequence of
driving in a winter climate with road salt. Also it is a rural area so there is not too much use of
the brakes. I do not drive my car that often and the dealer mechanic said that even sitting the
rotors can accumulate rust causing the premature and uneven wear of the brake pads". Cost of
materials and labour fee seemed incredibly expensive". We had to have them replaced. I
followed the advise given by both the users guide and sales reps, use the regenerative breaks
as frequentky as possable avoid hard breaking in the past , with GM cars , I got over miles on
my breaks. The repair tech told me since I do not use my breaks much, they coroded faster than
most, and needed total replacement. Friends with Prius cars who used breaks in a standard
manner, are getting miles. Toyota distric rep never responded to my concerns, the dealership
said it was my use that caused the issue! Don't know why it wasn't caught in quarterly
inspections. Only a sliver of pad left. Hubcap and fender permanently stained with brake dust.
There were already at the end of their life and unfortunately a seizure caused them to fail,
making the car unusable. I was afraid to drive it to work. The dealer said my break was metal on
metal and the driver side rear rotor was damaged and needed to replaced. They decided to
replace both rear rotors. I had my breaks checked and the front ones replace 6 months earlier.
Needed to be replaced. Other 3 rotors do not see the same problem". Suspect wear and tear
after 58, miles. Have not had any brake work done on car previously. Also we live in a severe
winter climate where road salt is used. This has happened at least once before and on other
vehicles with disk brakes, too. This caused the brakes to wear out prematurely. Paint fading,

chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. The front piece
came off. Not sure if it was a loose bolt or from it being so low and hitting cement. It has been
removed as to repair it was exorbitant". We have had it fixed several times. It does not affect the
performance of the car. It just looks bad. Plastic supports broke so now it's loose". There is no
internal support under the junction of two pieces of plastic". The finish on the rear spoiler had
faded and is beginning to crack. This appears to be a systemic problem with Toyota vehicles.
Apparently there is no simple way to remove this ie sanding and repainting without going to
extraordinary expense. Some parts of the car that are dented are starting to peel". No problems
with areas with original paint. Dealer has offered to fix it; but 'painter' not available when we are.
Dealer says it is from removing protective tape from the panel". Upon closer examination, the
paint has developed tiny spiderweb-like cracks. This only affects surfaces that are horizontal
and receive full sun. NOTE: the car is not usually garaged. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. It rattled very loudly but there was no issue with driveability. I have
learned to apply gas when I anticipate such a situation. I can not use it, and ease my awareness!
Bluetooth connection doesn't work at all. Cabled connection interferes with audio". No longer
try to use it". I don't have a smart phone. You pay extra for entune, then you pay a monthly fee
for the smart phone. Got stung twice or 4 times because I have two prius models". Buggy, hard
to use, stupidly designed. Display use is dangerous , demands too much view time to use".
Constantly rattling. Heat shield removed. They swap out the entire joint assembly. Only covered
because I purchased extended coverage at time of purchase. Anchorage dealer did not carry
part in inventory took 7 days to get car back". I have never left the lights on or done anything to
cause this. Toyota has replaced the battery, but the problem still occurred. They have no
explanation for the problem and claim that it is working properly. The dealer fixed the problem
as an extended warranty item at no cost to me. This is a known problem that Toyota has issued
recalls for This is very dangerous and Toyota should be called to task for taking the position
that they won't fix the problem unless someone experiences a failure. It is apparently very
costly to repair I googled issue, solution both times was to opena and SLAM all doors, and rock
car aggressively to try to move the Bendix starter gear in case that was engaged to starter.
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Car spent 1 mo at the dealership for repairs". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension.
After alignment, steering wheel was no longer centered when traveling in straight line and car
pulled to right. After 2 subsequent visits for correction, car continued to pull and severe tire
wear resulted". Ridiculous for a car this new and driven so little. Out of warranty. They replaced
the front left wheel bearing, under warranty. It took two service trips, one to diagnose the
problem, and one to have the part installed because it wasn't in stock". Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. I was able to jump start using a jump box. Battery was replaced at dealership.
Less than a year old. No discernible cause. Battery replaced at no cost. The battery will not stay
charged, so the car dies while in motion. It has to be driven daily and at least miles a week. The
regular battery should be charged first by driving it, not the hybrid battery". Numerous other
days it failed to start readily when attempted. After waiting from a few seconds to a minute or
so, it would start. In t he past month this has not happened; again. Cause of the problem never
determined. The used compressor made the same loud noise when it was HOT. They finally
approved a new OEM compressor and it works fine. They were unable to find a leak. After my
car was out of warranty, they found the leak and had to replace the compressor they said a rock
must have hit it ". Compressor was replaced". I set the air flow for interior, so that warm dry air
is flowing across the windsheild. Without warning, the system switches to exterior cold, humid
air , and suddenly I am on the freeway, in crowded wet fast conditions, breathing truck exhaust.
I have to look away from the road to see the controls, which often will not go back to interior air
flow without a fight over which of us gets to decide whether I want wet or dry air flowing over
the windsheild, or whether I am breathing truck exhaust which gives me an instant migraine. I
consider this a life threatening design feature. Astonising to me, the car seems to pick times
that I am crowded between large stinky trucks to do this. The car switches to exterior air
regardless of weather, but, rather, the change seems to be triggered by the air quality around
me as I drive. I wind up spending a great deal of time watching the control panel instead of the
road, again, increasing the risk of an accident. I wish the vent system was manual, by a switch,
so 1 it doesn't override the driver, ever, and 2 so I can change it by touch, instead of having to
take my eyes off the road in emergency conditions windows fogged up on the freeway, or, in my
case, averting a migraine headache. May have to be replaced". Power or manual windows, locks

and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,
sunroof, convertible top. Door, window, quarter panel was damaged". Dealer had to replace the
glass or I was going to return the car". Covered by warranty. Wondering how often this is going
to happen? This was improbable, but is expensive to fix, regardless of how it happened".
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. According to Toyota, it is normal. I have read blogs with Prius with similar
problems. I have had Honda cars before which reached close to and non of them started
burning oil after ". Brought it in for service multiple times and they could find nothing - no
codes either. Was very disturbing". Cylinder heads, air intake manifold are replaced". Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Took it to the dealer. They couldn't find
anything wrong when placed on diagnostics. So far the problem has not been repaired as the
conditions can not be duplicated at the dealer". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water
pump, thermostat, overheating. Took the dealer 3 days to diagnose the problem. Dealer has
checked a couple of times, and so far has not been able to determine cause. Currently
functioning normally. Waiting for it to occur again". Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking
for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or
access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a
member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Toyota Prius Change Vehicle. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction

To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
standard. Side and head protection air bags standard from ESC standard from Forward collision
warning and automatic emergency braking available from , standard from Drive Wheels.
Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body
Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. It's fine in the shadows"
Peter F. I have to turn the whole car off then on to get it working again" William M. I can't say it
happens all the time, but the first unit that was replaced would freeze or part" Anonymous, NJ
Toyota Prius Hybrid "After a map update the screen freezes. Toyota dealer unwilling to fix" Fred
S. The only way to unfreeze the player is to shut down the entire car and then restart," David W.
Toyota isn't even trying to make this useful" Mark W. Now use a separate gps on important
trips" Charles B. Now the screen freezes and goes blank" M E. Eventually after complaint was
logged with Toyota it was fixed" Kevin H. It was completely non-functional" Anonymous, TX
Toyota Prius Hybrid "system re boots" Anonymous, FL Toyota Prius Hybrid "It probably still
works as intended, but we found it confusing and difficult to use, so we use our smartphones
instead. I had to either take the car to the dealer for a software update or wait for weeks until it
just started working" Anonymous, TX Toyota Prius Three 1. Sometimes will connect if I power
down and restart the phone, but sometimes that does not work" Anonymous, CA Toyota Prius
Three 1. Even after repeating commands slowly and deliberately, it misunderstands my
commands" Anonymous, TX Toyota Prius Hybrid Load more. Air or water leaks "Water
accumulated in spare tire well. Dealer has been unable to fix" Mark A. Things just come and go,
here one day and gone the next but almost always replaced by something else" Anonymous, VA
Toyota Prius Four 1. It is getting worse and the car is now out of warranty" Christopher C. Twice
more the car was taken to the dealer, but t" E S. Uphill at low speed, etc" Christopher C. Dealer
was unable to fix with visits" David L. Dealer unable to locate noise and fix" Jeff S. Comes and
goes" Tim P. Maybe just corners cut to lower cost of production" Terry F. Enough to make me
not want to buy another Prius" Douglas B. Changing tires has not helped" Verlin W. I called and
wrote the factory" S S. Suspect low leak" Richard O. Toyota performed a software update under
warranty" Edward S. Calipers "frozen" Ken B. I do not drive my car that often and the dealer
mechanic said that even sitting the rotors can accumulate rust causing the premature and
uneven wear of the brake pads" Shirl D. Cost of materials and labour fee seemed incredibly
expensive" Sloane D. Other 3 rotors do not see the same problem" Cheok F. Loose exterior trim
or moldings "The door edge protector moldings have fallen off of two doors. It has been
removed as to repair it was exorbitant" Annette F. There is no internal support under the
junction of two pieces of plastic" Eliot B. Dealer says it is from removing protective tape from
the panel" Anonymous, MS Toyota Prius Hybrid "I took out a boxer furniture piece and sliding it
out the back door scraped off the paint! No longer try to use it" Charles B. Display use is
dangerous , demands too much view time to use" Anonymous, CA Toyota Prius Four Hybrid
"Not really a bad problem, just had some difficulty with the pairing and it automatically goes to
my music once I plug in or use bluetooth" Anonymous, GA Toyota Prius Hybrid "Lights did not
function properly, such as requiring the passenger-side seat belt when it was already fastened.
CV joint "Rubber boots degraded, needed replacing acc'd to my mechanic. Anchorage dealer
did not carry part in inventory took 7 days to get car back" Norman H. Engine knock or ping
"During very cold MN weather car would not start or made severe knocking sound for min.
Alignment "requested an alignment due to mileage not due to symptoms. After 2 subsequent
visits for correction, car continued to pull and severe tire wear resulted" Anonymous, ON
Toyota Prius Three 1. It took two service trips, one to diagnose the problem, and one to have the
part installed because it wasn't in stock" Dean F. Battery not hybrid or electric "Engine starter
battery went bad. The regular battery should be charged first by driving it, not the hybrid
battery" Anonymous, CA Toyota Prius Three Hybrid Electronic ignition "Stopped in middle of
busy thoroughfare one day, made a clicking noise and eventually started again. Doors or sliding
doors "Vehicle was side swiped while parked. Door, window, quarter panel was damaged" J S.
This was improbable, but is expensive to fix, regardless of how it happened" Andrew H.
Cylinder head "Shortly after miles, the car started burning a lot of oil. I have had Honda cars
before which reached close to and non of them started burning oil after " Anonymous, FL
Toyota Prius Three 1. Slipping transmission "When I put in R it made grinding noises. So far the

problem has not been repaired as the conditions can not be duplicated at the dealer"
Anonymous, AZ Toyota Prius Three 1. Water pump "Over temperature light was illuminating on
occasion, especially when heavily accelerating e. Waiting for it to occur again" Anonymous, NY
Toyota Prius Five Hybrid "After filling the gas tank, as short time later the low fuel light came
on. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer
have digital access to ratings and reviews. Drivers who want an engaging driving experience,
however, need not apply. The Toyota Prius is a midsize four-door hatchback that's only
available as a hybrid, and comes in two flavors for The standard Prius introduced as a model
still sports a 1. The Prius Plug-in joined the family as a model, offering the same hp Hybrid
Synergy Drive system but with the ability to plug in and run briefly on all-electric power. As a
commuter, the Toyota Prius delivers everything you'd want from an everyday cruiser: great fuel
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